JANUARY - MAY 2022
RETURN TO LIVE PERFORMANCES!
ZOELLNER ARTS CENTER
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

ZOELLNERARTS CENTER.ORG • ARTS HAVE IMPACT
Programs Subject to Change
I attended the show yesterday and it was MAGNIFICENT!!! It was my birthday gift from my husband — I loved it!!! I was proud to be a part of the first in-person show since the Covid shutdown AND Mark’s first stage debut as the Executive Director — congrats!!!

DEAR FRIENDS,

Last fall, we opened our doors not knowing what to expect. When I received the above letter shortly after guest artist Acrobuffos literally breathed beautiful silk shapes and life into the air of Baker Hall, one word came to mind: gratitude. Gratitude that the arts center opened its doors and grateful that our audiences walked through them with smiles on their faces.

The past few months have afforded us the opportunity to reconnect with you, our audience, the artists who missed performing for you, and with our entire campus and surrounding community. We’ve heard wonderful singing, seen colorful costumes, and shared spaces with people who love to see live arts and entertainment.

I know that our performances this spring—Flip Fabrique, National Geographic Live, Memphis Jookin’, Haydn’s Lord Nelson Mass, and Godspell to name only a few—will continue to build on the excitement and anticipation we felt in the fall.

Thank you for coming back to Zoellner. Your presence gives us the fortitude to continue infusing the arts into our community as we look forward to celebrating our 25th anniversary next season.

With Gratitude,

Mark Fitzgerald Wilson
Executive Director
The health and wellness of our community is our top priority. Please review these guidelines.

**MASK POLICY**
In conjunction with recent university guidelines, effective immediately and continuing unless conditions change, masks will be OPTIONAL indoors at Zoellner Arts Center. As a reminder, anyone experiencing COVID symptoms should stay home and not come to the center for an event.

**OUR STAFF IS HERE TO HELP**
Ushers and event staff are available to assist in any way they can. Please see Ticket Services if you want to change your seat.

**FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVICE**
Food and beverage service is eliminated for the time being.

**AT THE END OF THE SHOW**
At the end of the performance, please allow extra time to exit in an orderly fashion and avoid crowding. Once you have exited the theater, we ask that you promptly move away from the doors.

[VIEW FULL COVID-19 POLICY WEBSITE PAGE]
2022 SPRING SEASON

AT A GLANCE

GUEST ARTISTS

The Simon & Garfunkel Story
Flip Fabrique [FAMILY-FRIENDLY!]
The Polish Wieniawski Philharmonic Orchestra
Attacca Quartet
National Geographic LIVE! Secrets of the Whales
Memphis Jookin’ The Show: Featuring Lil Buck
Resistance Revival Chorus
Pablo Sainz-Villegas
Alex Radius Trio
Small Island Big Song
Miwa Matreyek
National Geographic LIVE! Exploring Mars
Squonk [FAMILY-FRIENDLY!]
Compagnia TPO [FAMILY-FRIENDLY!]

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Lehigh University Jazz Faculty
New York Jazz Repertory Orchestra
Lehigh University Philharmonic
Student, Faculty & Staff Vocal Ensembles
Lehigh University Choir, Glee Club & Dolce
Michael Jorgensen, Violin
Lehigh University Jazz Repertory Orchestra
Lehigh University Big Bands & Jazz Combos
Lehigh University Symphonic Band
Lehigh University Choral Arts
Wind Ensemble at Lehigh University
Lehigh University Philharmonic

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Godspell (In Concert)
A Walrus in the Body of a Crocodile
and The Actor’s Nightmare

MAR 4-6, 9-12
APR 22-24, 27-30
APR 9 Sat
7:30pm | Baker Hall

SMALL ISLAND BIG SONG

Zoellner Arts Center receives state arts funding support through a grant from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
ABOUT

Small Island Big Song is a multi-platform project uniting the seafaring cultures of the Pacific and Indian Oceans through songs, a contemporary and relevant musical statement from a region at the frontline of the Climate Crisis.

Founded by Taiwanese producer BaoBao Chen and Australian music producer and filmmaker Tim Cole in 2015, the two have been recording and filming with over a hundred musicians in nature across 16 island nations of the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The outcomes include an award-winning album, a feature film, outreach programs, and a live concert that has toured around the world across four continents reaching over 170K+ live audiences since the world premiere at SXSW 2018.

Small Island Big Song explores the cultural connections between the descendants of the seafarers of the Pacific and Indian Oceans through the Austronesian migration. Working with artists who have made a choice to maintain the cultural voice of their people, to sing in the language, and to play the instruments of their land. These unique lineages mixed with their diverse contemporary styles - roots-reggae, beats, grunge, RnB, folk & spoken-word, establishing a contemporary musical dialogue between cultures as far afield as Madagascar, Aotearoa (New Zealand), Taiwan, Mauritius, Marshall Islands, Papua New Guinea, Tahiti and Rapa Nui (Easter Island), creating “One coherent jaw dropping piece” as described by Rob Schwartz - Billboard.

Music critic Tom Orr has noted in the RootsWorld review “....sound like one very big, very happy family doing what they do best while helping get the word out on a most serious issue.
Framed in a theatrical narrative amongst panoramic visuals of the artist’s homelands, the audience experiences a musical journey across the breadth and into the soul of island nations of Pacific and Indian Ocean, meeting an ancient seafaring ancestry and confronting the impacts of climate crisis head on. Drawing on a roster of renowned first nation artists from across the Pacific and Indian Oceans, the concert features musicians performing irresistible oceanic grooves to soulful island ballads engaging audiences from huge festival stages to intimate theatres. Combining music, spoken word and AV projections featuring footage collected during a 3-year film trip across 16 countries guided by the artists on their homelands.

Toured to 15 countries across four continents, 170K+ audiences have seen it live since it’s premiere at SXSW 2018. It has become a feature of SIBS concerts for encore to spontaneously erupt into a shared celebration, with instruments, voices and dancing bodies rising from the seats.

Moving beyond the concert experience, Small Island Big Song offers a variety of opportunities for students and audiences to investigate the environmental, political, social and cultural contexts on our oceans’ islands.
ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES

Sauljaljui 戴曉君 - Paiwan of Taiwan
Lead singer & musician - lead vocal, nose flute, jaw harp, moon lute, guitar
In 2009 a typhoon devastated Sauljaljui’s village and community, her response was to write “Lament of Colored Cloth” a song which enabled the village to unite their tragedy and recover, winning a prestigious songwriters award in Taiwan. Two albums and countless international concerts later, Sauljaljui is just as dedicated to her Paiwan community, directing a yearly cultural festival, being the first female leader in her community youth group, and contributing to the community’s cultural canon. Recently with her elders, she created a Paiwan warriors song, now regularly performed, the first time a woman has taken this role.

Emlyn - Mauritius
Lead singer & musician - lead vocal, dancer, ravann, triangle, kayamb, maravann, guitar
Featured on CNN, songwriter, musician and dancer, Emlyn is leading a wave of performers across the Indian Ocean proudly reclaiming their unique rhythms and cultural mix. Written with a reactive pen and sung in Creole, her songs rebelliously express her concerns for her island’s environment. A cause she has taken up as co-founder of ‘Enn Losean Vivab’ (one liveable ocean), a Mauritius based organisation educating school students about plastic pollution. Emlyn brings the infectious grooves of Sega with its soul from the African slave trade to the stage played on the Ravann, Triangle and Kayamb.
Putad - Amis of Taiwan
Lead singer & musician - lead vocal, bass, jaw harp
Powerful, entrancing, unapologetic all words used to describe Putad’s engaging stage presence. In the proud spirit of her Indigenous Amis heritage Putad unites ancient vocal traditions with raw energy of grunge, rock and punk as her and her brother Wusang’s band Outlet Drift express. Their bold, uplifting and uncompromising shows place their Amis heritage on centre stage at 100db & 100mph as they confront prejudices taking the audience on an unforgettable sonic ride.

Selina Leem - Marshall Islands & US
Spoken Word
Selina is among the global faces of climate change, representing her country in the film ‘Before the Flood’ produced by Leonardo DiCaprio and as the youngest speaker at the COP21 for Paris Agreement, making a passionate plea to global leaders for stronger action on climate change. Selina can push her audience into a place of understanding and care for her homeland, whilst making them look into the future and see the repercussions of current global actions.

Sammy - Madagascar
Musician - valiha, kabosy, jejy, flutes, marovany, guitar
Sammy has led an extraordinary life as a Madagascan musician, at a time when most picked up guitars over the traditional Valiha, Sammy followed his passion for Madagascar’s musical heritage, by mastering and learning how to make most of Madagascar’s instruments. His efforts coming to the notice of the UK’s world music scene as his group ‘Tarika Sammy’, gained international recognition, becoming a regular on major festival stages and being acknowledged as one of the world’s best 10 bands, by TIME Magazine.
Airileke - Papua New Guinea & Australia
Musician: log drums, kundu drum, garamut drum, percussions Airileke is a musical pioneer and a fighter for freedom traversing a timeless sonic globe without frontiers. He is a percussionist, producer, composer, activist, recording and global events facilitator and, in the words of Britain’s Songlines magazine, “cause for celebration”. Airi’s unique sound melds progressive ideas with beats of ancient Melanesian culture. Hip-hop production, fierce log drumming, Papuan chants, atmospheric soundscapes and samples from the front line of the Free Papua Movement combine to evoke one of the region’s darkest stories: the illegal occupation and ongoing oppression of West Papua.

Kokol - Mauritius
Musician - Ravann, djembe, guitar
A master of Mauritius’s creole musical heritage, Kokol is spearheading a musical movement uniting the cultural intersections of the Caribbean and Indian Oceans, through creating a unique and uplifting fusion of Sega and Reggae. Two styles of music identifying with marginalized islander communities sharing a slave ancestry.

Richard Mogu - Papua New Guinea
Musician: mambu, bass, guitar, log drums, kundu drum, garamut drum, percussions
From Amazon Bay on the south coast, Mogu has been a feature musician in PNG for many years as a solo artist and session musician. Excelling in both traditional and contemporary style. Whilst bass is his feature instrument, he is also adept at mambu (bamboo flutes), garamut drumming, guitars and percussion. He was taught by legendary Sanguma founder Tony Subam.
Kan - Mauritius
Musician - Ravann, boy, bob, percussions
Kan is a multi-disciplinary artist from Mauritius. After being at the forefront of the local electronic music scene, he went on the quest of discovering music instruments from various cultures as looking for a meaning to his art. With increasing deterioration of the environment came the urge to act. In 2017, he co-founded ‘Enn Losean Vivab’ (one liveable ocean) with Emlyn. His works started to catch worldwide interest as he was invited to deliver a TEDx talk and was interviewed by CNN. His series of ‘Trash to music’ tutorial videos have taught how to craft music instruments from garbage, such as drums using tin-cans and plastic bottles. Art carried his messages on environmental & social issues.
**Tim Cole - Australia**

Director, Music producer, filmmaker, VJ

Tim is an Australian creative who has been working on cross-cultural arts projects with music at the heart since producing Not Drowning Waving’s album and DVD ‘Tabaran’ in Papua New Guinea. Skills developed whilst studying film making at Melbourne University during the day, and producing music at night, which led to a career of equal parts film & music.

His reputation in Indigenous arts led him to Alice Springs as Senior Music Producer for CAAMA - Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association. It was the experience here recording traditional songlines whilst hearing the 5th IPCC report, which led to the founding of ‘Small Island Big Song’.

Tim holds a BEd. in Media Arts from Melbourne University and A.D. in Music Production from the University of Victoria in Australia and has received a Churchill fellowship and invitation to speak on climate change and the arts at the United Nations, APAP NYC, WOMEX. Along with industry recognition through numerous awards for projects he has played a key creative role on.
BaoBao Chen - Taiwan
Manager, project producer

Having negotiated, booked, planned and tour-managed several successful international concert tours across Europe, the USA, Asia and Oceania, involving up to 13 artists from 8 countries, whilst releasing a music album, creating an interactive website and bringing a feature film to screen, BaoBao is one of Taiwan’s most prominent producers of cross-cultural arts projects.

With a B.A. in Business Management from YuanZe University in Taiwan, BaoBao has realised Small Island Big Song project from the grassroots up, fundraising through crowdfunding, philanthropic bodies and arts grants along with initiating the project’s Fair Trade Music structure and recognition of Intangible Cultural Heritage.

As a vivid storyteller and fluent in English and Mandarin, she has a social media following of 150K+, and has been invited to present at TEDx, APAP NYC, WOMEX, World Stage Design and numerous film and music festivals.

She was brought up by a vegan family on an organic farm and was a member of the Roots and Shoots program of the Jane Goodall Foundation. It was her skills in arts management and her love for nature that founded Small Island Big Song.
The Board of Trustees of Lehigh University gratefully acknowledges and recognizes the following alumni, friends, corporations and foundations for their generosity in supporting the annual campaign for the Friends of Zoellner Arts Center:

**Leadership Funding:**

Victoria E. and Robert E. Zoellner ’54 ’14GP

**Overture $25,000+**
Anne R. Kline ’81 and Geoffrey P. Pohanka

**Bravo $20,000 - $24,999**
Ichiko and Joseph W. Long ‘88 & Family

**Spotlight $15,000 - $19,999**
Air Products
The Presser Foundation

**Marquee $10,000 - $14,999**
Claire Diamond ’37W
Marc Falato ’87
Brenda and John McGlade ’76 ’81G
RCN*
Viamedia*
Barbara and Harvey L. York ’67 ’94P ’98P

**Ovation $7,500 - $9,999**
Dexter F. & Dorothy H. Baker Foundation
Marcia Moll Barone ’86 ’93G ’21P ’F/S and
Christopher J. Barone ’86

**Producer $5,000 - $7,499**
Lorraine R. and Lewis J. Baer ’72 ’07P ’15P
Jennifer and Alan G. Bozian ’75
Valerie Johnson and Patrick V. Farrell ’F/S
Ruth H. ’68G and L. Charles Marcon
PPL Electric Utilities

**Maestro $2,500 - $4,999**
L. Joanne ’76G and Curtis H. Barnett ’99H
Stacey R. and Joseph A. Clarken III ’87
Crayola
Jan and James Creedon
Mary and Robert D. Culver, Jr. ’66 ’95P
Carol H. and
John L. Daniel ’60 ’61G ’89P ’19GP
Just Born
Peggy W. Hobbs^ 
Keystone Savings Foundation
Lehigh Valley Community Foundation
Anne S. ’F/S and Peter Meltzer

Pennsylvania Council on the Arts
Newel Art Galleries, Inc.
LuAnn and Richard W. Silberg ’81 ’82G
Anne C. and Robert J. Teufel ’59 ’91P ’16GP
WDIY*

**Artist $1,000 - $2,499**
Steven and Rosalie Aaronson
Joan E. and Bobb Carson ’F/S
Phillip J. Clauser ’76 ’02 ’F/S
John E. and Charlotte M. Collier
Janet L. and Byron D. Cook ’74
Nora A. and Mohamed S. El-Aasser ’F/S
Lutron
Dr. Rebecca Miller and
Dr. Robert A. Flowers II ’91G ’F/S
Andrea and Oldrich Foucek Ill ’72 ’05P ’09P
Diane and Robert C. Gerlach ’70
Marsha and Tom Hersh ’72 ’77G
Dr. Julia E. Klees ’82
Lutron Electronics Company
Lucille McCracken ’46W ’83P
Judith and Paul K. Seibert ’63 ’93P
Roberta H. and
James B. Swenson ’59 ’15GP ’17GP ’F/S
Sodexo

**Fellow $500 - $999**
Terri A. ’77G and James A. Bartholomew
Amanda A. Burlingame-Grainger ’96
Mary T. and John Dodds
Michelle V. and
James J. Duane Ill ’73 ’04P ’06P
Nikola and Todd M. Freeman ’82 ’15P
Leon M. Harbold ’59
Richard H. Johnson ’73G
Mary Ann Kelemen ’54W
Jane C. King
Ann C. ’91G and
Vincent G. Munley ’74 ’02P ’04P ’05P ’F/S
Barbara Moll ’86P ’21GP
Stuart Oltchick ’60
List complete as of March 22, 2022 · Report errors or omissions to inzactix@lehigh.edu or (610) 758-2787, x0

**Patron $250 - $499**
Joan Cole ’95
Jenn Jaynes and Troy E. Daniels ’90
Benjamin I. Freed ’00
Bob A. Geremia ’69
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Jensen
Renee B. ’94G and J. Patrick Kleaveland
Deborah Sacarakis ’F/S
Larry A. Wehr ’70 ’70G
Melody K. ’81G and
Richard N. Weisman ’00P ’F/S

**Friend $100 - $249**
Susan Alderson
Amy E. Wagner Anzilotti ’90
Karen L. and Thomas W. Bailey ’81 ’13P
Pearl Anderson ’96G and Paul Bashus ’91G
James G. Carns III ’55
Marianne Chabot
Maryellen Cox
Beverly and Thomas Eighmy
Phyllis T. Finger ’85G
Edward P. Foster ’81G
Marlene M. Frew
Hope W. Harrison ’F/S
Karen and Glen Hill
Dzintra Kalnins
Maria and Jacob Kazakia ’72G ’07P ’F/S
Thomas and Deborah Keller
Ken Malagiere
Colleen H. ’99 and
Christopher V. Marshall ’88 ’18P
Lynda J. and Mark A. Miller ’81 ’13P
Catherine and Ronald D. Mordsky
Francis G. Mullane ’87G
Marian J. Nalitt ’84 and Devin Murphy
Janet and Robert Nearhood ’09P
Suzan R. and Martin H. Neidell ’68
Debra Noller Pineiro
Deborah Prince
Sandra Nye
Michael Orlic
Luc Kuykens & Leslie Roessler
Dr. Dianne ’82G and Dr. John Schellenberg
Mary and Daniel Shumeyko, Jr. ’67
Judith C. Siegfried ’76G
Gary W. Simmons ’F/S
Kelly B. ’F/S and Andrew L. Stazi
Shirley and John Stemler
William E. Toth
Nathaniel N. Urban ’F/S

**Supporter < $99**
Audrey ’99 and Andrew Barker
Gladys Basila
Heather A. ’07 and Nathan A. Bohler ’07
Scott M. Brody ’22P
Cindy L. and Walter Conway ’95G ’20P ’F/S
Cynthia Cressman
Caroline J. Davis
Maria S. Ely
Velma Floyd
Janice Forbes
Barrett E. Frankel ’02 ’03
Harry Freebairn
Joel M. Hoffman
Melanie Johnson
Michelle A. and Timothy R. Kearney ’92G
Juliana N. Kilgore ’24
Shannon M. Kovacs ’98G
Brett V. Kuehner
Bonny Lenz
Tara M. Lucas
Deirdre T. ’83 and
Richard F. Malacrea, Jr. ’15P
Mary S. Mesaros ’92G
Kimberly Moncman
Shannon Morris
Maria Theresa R. and
Caesar Alan M. Ocampo ’22P
George Petrole
Edward J. Piorkowski
Duff Pacifico-Prescott and
Robert T. Prescott ’20P
Bob Schaffer
Seth A. Schran ’01
Mary Selman
Luciana Silva-Moll
Ardeth M. and Bruce M. Smackey ’F/S
Mariya D. Soroka
Christine Triffon ’24P
Ahriel Tyson
Martha Van Kouwenberg
Winnifred Warren ’24P
Sarah Wascura ’14G
Steven H. Weintraub ’F/S
Howard R. Whitcomb ’63G ’F/S
Gisela Wintner
Helma Young
Sandy and John Zengel

Lynn Berkowitz and Robert R. Wedge
Lu Xu
Jill B. and David A. Yannarell ’83 ’93G
Peter W. Yenawine
Lynne E. Hoxie ’99G and
Peter K. Zeitler ’10P ’F/S

*Trade sponsor ^Deceased
Working here.
Living here.
Giving here.

Celebrating Zoellner Arts Center here!

© 2019 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Please Join Us
at beautiful Bell Gate Farm

Sat April 30
A Fundraising Benefit for Zoellner Arts Center’s Community Outreach Programs

EXPLORING MARS  FRI APR 22 | 7:30PM  SPEAKER SERIES
At Comfort Suites® we work hard to help you feel refreshed, so you can be ready to take on your day.

- Wake up refreshed thanks to premium bedding with soft and firm pillows.
- Fuel your day with hearty and healthy breakfast choices.
- Stay connected with fast & free Wi-Fi.

Behind every great day is a great night.

Comfort Suites Bethlehem Near Lehigh University and LVI Airport
120 W. Third St.
Bethlehem, PA 18015
610.882.9700

Book your room with us today at ComfortSuites.com
In the spirit of the holiday season, bells will be ringing!

In Packer Memorial Church
FRI DEC 17

WESTMINSTER CONCERT BELL CHOIR
SAT MAR 12 | 7:30 PM

Renowned dance artist Lil Buck has performed with Madonna for her Super Bowl halftime show, collaborated with Versace, and choreographed works for the NYC Ballet.

The Professional Theatre at DeSales University
Summer 2022

A CHORUS LINE
Conceived and Originally Directed and Choreographed by Michael Bennett
Book by James Kirkwood & Nicholas Dante
Music by Marvin Hamlisch • Lyrics by Edward Kleban
Co Choreographed by Bob Avian

EVERY BRILLIANT THING
by Duncan Macmillan, with Jonny Donahoe

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
by William Shakespeare

August Wilson’s
FENCES

THE RIVER BRIDE
by Marisela Treviño Orta

PSF’s Children’s Theatre:
LITTLE RED
by Andrew Kane

SHAKESPEARE FOR KIDS
by Erin Sheffield

Tickets for the 2022 season on sale now.

Order online or call the Box Office:
pashakespeare.org · 610.282.WILL [9455]
Navigating Marketing Can Be Tricky
Viamedia Can Help You Navigate Through the Digital Landscape

Viamedia has the power to precisely target your desired audience using marketing solutions which utilize television cable networks, and online, through PCs, tablets, and mobile devices, placing your business in front of the right audience, with the right message, at the right time… *every time.*

It’s All About the Audience!

viamedia

A partner with:

-service electric
-service electric
-blue ridge

610.625.3200 | viamediatv.com
ADVISORS to ACHIEVERS

Youngs Advisory Group is an independent wealth management firm, trusted by successful individuals, families, and business owners to enrich and enhance their financial achievements.

DELIVERING A UNIQUELY PERSONAL AND INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE

We are the go-to firm for all things financial – keeping clients on track and giving them the sense of calm and comfort to focus on their true interests.
At home or at work, we’ve got you covered.

RCN gives you the tools and services you need to make meaningful connections.

For Your Home: 800.RING.RCN rcn.com
For Your Business: 877.726.7000 rcn.com/business
HOLD YOUR SPECIAL OCCASION AT ZOELLNER!
Perfect for receptions, recitals, parties, ceremonies and more!

CONTACT OUR RENTAL MANAGER:
610-758-5654 or visit zoellnerartscenter.org
Staff & Faculty

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Executive Director: Mark Fitzgerald Wilson
Audience Services Director: Sandra Anderson
Ticket Services Manager: Ryan Sevenski
Ticketing System Administrator: Nick DeSanctis
House Manager: Rosalie Sandberg
Associate House Manager: Robin Perry
Director Marketing & Communications: Lynn Farley Marketing Coordinator: Amanda Bellucci
Director Community Impact & Engagement: Z. Candi Staurinos
Education/Outreach Coordinator: Lenore Pitsilos
Business Manager: Jennifer Mack
Scheduling & Events Manager: Becky Eshelman
Scheduling & Events Coordinator: Heather Hacker
Programming Assistant: Tahya T. Keenan

TECHNICAL STAFF

Production Manager: Joshua Kovar
Assistant Production Manager: R. Elizabeth Miller
Audio Coordinator: Phil Ingle
Lighting Coordinator: Justin Burns
Video Coordinator: Andrew Collings
Technical Director: Trevor Flocco

ART GALLERIES

Director and Professor of Practice: Dr. William Crow
Curator of Education: Stacie Brennan
Coordinator: Alexandria Wismer
Curator of Exhibitions and Collection: Mark Wonsidler
Head Preparator and Exhibition Designer: Jeffrey Ludwig-Dicus
Preparator and Collections Specialist: Khalil Allaik Collections Manager and Museum Registrar: Vasti DeEsch Coordinator of Museum Experience and Access: Elise Schaffer
Staff & Faculty

MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Chairperson and Professor: Tong Soon Lee
Professors: Paul Salerni, Steven Sametz, William Warfield
Associate Professor: Eugene Albulescu

Professors of Practice:
David Diggs, Michael Jorgensen, Sun Min Lee

Performing Artist Affiliates:
Deborah Andrus, Helen Beedle, Daniel Braden, Colin Brigstocke, Cecilia Coleman, Erica Dicker, Sharon Fischer, Charley Gordon, Christopher Gross, Karen Huffstodt, Robin Kani, Sohee Lee, Jee Hyun Lim, Steven Mathiesen, Scott Neumann, Kyle Pfortmiller, Irmgard Pursell, Timothy Raub, Steven Reisteter, David Riekenberg, Kimberly Seifert, Mark Wade, Bill Washer, Andrea Wittchen

Department Manager: Deborah Ruthrauff
Communications & Orchestra Manager, Adjunct Professor: Linda Ganus
Jazz Program Assistant: John Kurdilla

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

Chairperson and Professor: Kashi Johnson
Professors: Erica Hoelscher, Augustine Ripa
Associate Professor: Melpomene Katakalos
Assistant Professor: Lyam Gabel, Will Lowry

Adjunct Professors:
Carrie Ballenger, John Baxter, Justin Burns, Trevor Flocco, Phil Ingle, Mark McKenna, R. Elizabeth Miller, Sammy Reyes, Swapna Suresh

Assistant Technical Director: Matthew Faragasso
Scenic Artist & Props Artisan: Bailey Sheehan
Visibility Coordinator: Christopher Herrera
Department Coordinator: Deborah Laub
INFORMATION

CANT MAKE IT? EXCHANGE OR DONATE YOUR TICKETS.
Contact us before the show to either exchange for another event, or convert the value of your tickets to a charitable contribution to Zoellner Arts Center. Friends may exchange for free, just $1 per ticket for all others. Patrons are responsible for any difference in ticket price, exchanges must occur within event category (e.g., Music Dept. ticket for Music Dept. ticket). Excludes rental events. No refunds.

PARKING IS FREE in the garage attached to the center for all Guest Artists, Notations, LU Music Dept. and Dept. of Theatre events (excluding Christmas Vespers in Packer Chapel and some school shows). Please note, there may be a parking charge for non-Zoellner sponsored events.

GROUPS SAVE UP TO 15% Just buy 10 or more tickets to a performance. Orders incur a one-time per-performance fee of $6 per group order in lieu of per-ticket fees.

TAXES AND FEES
Tickets ordered by phone or online carry fees ranging from $3.00–$8.50 per ticket. Tickets purchased in-person may carry fees of up to 50 cents per ticket. The City of Bethlehem Amusement tax is 5% on tickets above $10, with a cap of $2 per ticket. Additional delivery charges may apply, check online for details.

OUR GIFT CERTIFICATES NEVER EXPIRE
PRIOR TO YOUR VISIT: Check the “Know Before You Go” email sent to ticket holders the week of the show. Be sure to give Ticket Services your email.

PLEASE SILENCE ALL MOBILE DEVICES UPON ENTERING THE THEATRE.

TO LEAVE THEATRES DURING PERFORMANCES, use the rear doors, if you are able, to minimize disruption of performance.

LATE SEATING OCCURS AT SUITABLE INTERVALS. While waiting, you may watch performance on lobby monitors.

LOST & FOUND: Contact Ticket Services. Not responsible for lost or stolen items.

FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN: Visit the Education page on our website to learn which events are family friendly. Children under the age of four are not recommended, unless the performance is noted as a Family-Friendly event. Please no babes in arms.

ADA SEATING can be requested when purchasing tickets. ADA parking on levels 1 and 3 in the parking garage.

FREE ASSISTIVE-LISTENING DEVICES are available through Ticket Services.

All programs and artists are subject to change. In the event of a cancellation or material change, we will make every effort to contact all ticket holders. We must reserve the right to make any changes whatsoever in the event owing to any unforeseen or unavoidable cause or to cancel the event for any reason beyond our control without being liable to pay any ticket holder compensation for damages other than a ticket of comparable value to an event (based on availability). Video recording or photography may occur for this performance that might include images of audience members. Your attendance at today’s performance grants permission for further usage of such images.

© 2021 Lehigh University
GREAT PERFORMANCES
Support our mission to present vibrant multi-cultural Guest Artists. Tickets cover less than 50% of costs for presenting this series.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION & OUTREACH
Underwrite tickets, programming and transportation for hundreds of students who benefit from our school show matinees, workshops and school partnerships.

ACCESSIBLE ARTS
Impact, inspire, educate and encourage children of all abilities to experience the arts through our STEAM-based programs, social emotional learning and artist residencies.

THE CREATIVE CAMPUS INITIATIVE
Help us connect the sciences, business, engineering and the humanities through transformative works of art.

PLEASE DONATE • BECOME A FRIEND

PLEASE DONATE
CLICK HERE